
Twice As Nice Kids  
Consigning Do’s and Don’ts: 

 
Rule of thumb; if you are not proud to buy it, we are not proud to sell it. Per our 
consignor agreement we have the right to refuse the sale of any item at any time during 
the sale that does not meet our quality standards or rules. Please review below.  
 
Clothing Information: 1. We no longer accept maternity clothing  **Only nursing bra’s/tanks & covers can be tagged for sale 2. Clothes that are stained, worn, ripped, torn or broken 3. No Junior Clothing  4. Newborn to 9 months sized clothing should be sold 2 or more items per hanger – 

exceptions; swimsuits, dresses, coats or sleep sacks  5. Winter Rules – No shorts, summer hats 6. Boys size 6 to 18 – you may consign ANY season ANY time  7. Onesies – you may consign anytime 8. Don’t forget to select the SIZE of your clothing item. Too often we find infant clothing sized as 0-9 months when in fact it’s 3-6 months or 6-9 months in size. 
Select the clothing size exactly as it matches the size of your clothing. 9. Make sure your clothes are on wire hangers 10. Do not use a safety pin on both shoulders of clothes if it’s a single item and can be securely hung using just one pin.  11. No straight pins 12. Please use basic cardstock for your tags, which can be purchased at any Wal-
Mart store.  

 
All Other Stuff: 
 13. No stuffed plush animals of any kind, to include: Interactive stuffed plush infant or baby toys 14. No consumable or hygiene products such as baby food, formula, lotions, nail 

polish, body sprays 15. No toys with missing parts  16. If your toy or baby equipment requires a battery it MUST have a working battery in it.  17. No Room Décor – picture frames, candles, ceramics, curtain rods, light switch 
plates, wall art etc 
**If such items go with a specific infant bedding set they must be packaged and 
consigned with the bedding set 18. R rated movies or video games 19. Office or Party Supplies 20. Computer games on CD Rom 21. VHS Tapes 22. CD’s 23. DVD’s WITHOUT cases 



24. Puzzles or games without complete pieces or sets 25. Puzzles with no box 26. Car Seats, bases, or car seat boosts 27. Breast Pumps 
**Only breast pump accessories or additional parts will be sold 28. Any crib manufactured before July 23, 2010. To sell a crib it must have the sticker with the manufacture date. 29. Pregnancy, Baby Name and/or any other adult books 30. Group like things together and place them in a baggie and sell them as a lot. 
Examples: hair bows, bibs, diapers, burp clothes, onesies, socks, underwear, 
tights 
 

Tagging Preparations:  
 

SUPPLIES NEEDED 
WHITE Cardstock 
Safety pins 
Wire Hangers Only-- Wire hangers may be found at any dry cleaner, usually for free or 
purchase them at the Dollar 
store/Walmart. You will not get the hangers back. 
Clear packing tape (for attaching tags on items necessary) 
Ziploc bags (for items with more than one part) 
 
PREPARING ITEMS 
All items must be clean and without stains 
Wash all clothing, bedding, cloth toys 
Wipe down all toys 
Remove dirt from shoes, etc. 
Inspect all items for stains, rips, tears, damage 
Make sure all parts of items are included 
Manuals/instructions are always helpful 
Make sure items have working batteries 
 
PRICING 
You must price in $1.00 increments. 
 
As a general rule you will want to price items at about 1/4 to 1/3 of their original retail 
price. If your item is a name brandor boutique-brand such as OshKosh, Gymboree, The 
Children's Place or other higher end, you can price closer 
to 1/3 original retail.  
 
For example, if a GAP t-shirt can be purchased on sale for $10.99, you can reasonably 
price it around $3 for good condition, $4 for excellent condition and $5 if the tags are still attached. 
 



If you are going to donate your items anyway, we recommend that you discount your 
item for the last day of the sale. 
The one exception to the 1/4-1/3 rule will be indoor/outdoor toys like kitchens and 
playhouses (Little Tykes type items). These types of toys are in higher demand and you 
can expect to get as much as 1/3-1/2 of original retail price, especially if they have only 
been used indoors and are in great condition. 
 
You should ask yourself "what would I pay for this?" DO NOT price with your emotions! 
Because of treasured memories that you have attached to an item, you will always 
believe your items are "worth" more than someone else purchasing them. Just 
remember - no one can buy your memories...you will have those forever. We are not a 
department store and we are not a garage sale. Don't price yourself out of the sale. No 
matter how cute, please remember you are selling used clothing and items. 
 
The average price of an item sold is $3. 
 
HOW TO TAG YOUR CLOTHING 
 
Use wire hangers. Put the tag on the upper right shoulder. Hanger should look like a ? 
when the front of the outfit is facing you with the tag on the right shoulder. SEE 
PICTURES! 
 
PANTS: Safety pin the waistband of the pants or shorts to the top of the hanger! So 
they do not slide down and around the hanger. Customers like to look at the knees and 
the seat, if they are hung this way, customers see it all of it without 
removing them from the hanger. 
 
SETS: Hang the shirt on the hanger, and the shorts or pants on the back. 
Please do not hang them under the shirt where customers can't see the pants without 
taking the shirt off. Do not pin the pants to just the shirt. The weight of the pants will 
create holes in the shirt. Attach the pants to the top of the hanger. You will stick the shirt 
by doing this, but it won't be holding the weight of the pants/shorts, the hanger will. 
When putting together outfits - please do not mix sizes! 
 
SHOES 
All shoes must be cleaned top and bottom--Shoes showing too much wear and tear will 
be rejected. Do NOT place shoes in their boxes or in plastic bags - they must be put 
together-zip ties work great. Tags easily get ripped off shoes. Therefore, we 
recommend "laminating" your tag with packing tape before you affix the tag to your 
shoes - that way the tag won't be easily ripped off. 
 
TOYS 
Use packaging tape, Ziploc bags, clear plastic containers, etc to secure your toy.  We 
try to ask parents to not allow children to play with toys, but we cannot control that 
completely and inevitably children take things apart, scatter pieces, and/or remove tags 



that are “in their way” of play so the more secure you can make your toy and the tag, 
the better. 
 
LINENS 
All linens must be placed in large plastic zippered storage bags. 
 
BABY/KID EQUIPMENT (E.G. STROLLERS, BOUNCERS, EXERSAUCERS, ETC.) 
Instruction manuals are always helpful - include them when you can. Ensure everything 
is clean. We recommend 
clear packing tape to affix your tag to your item. 
 
ANYTHING PUT IN A PLASTIC BAG 
Affix the product tag to the outside of the plastic bag. Securely tape over the top of the 
plastic bag so that no one 
can open and remove any items from the plastic bag. 
 
1/2 PRICE SATURDAY 
Saturday is ½ off day. If you DO NOT WANT you’re unsold items to sell at ½ price on 
Saturday please check the No Discount option when creating your tag. All items that DO 
NOT contain an ND WILL BE SOLD AT ½ PRICE.  
 
PLEASE DO NOT MARK OVER THE ND WITH MARKER OR PEN. This confuses our 
shoppers.   


